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ABSTRACT
The language modeling approa h to retrieval has been shown
to perform well empiri ally. One advantage of this new approa h is its statisti al foundations. However, feedba k, as
one important omponent in a retrieval system, has only
been dealt with heuristi ally in this new retrieval approa h:
the original query is usually literally expanded by adding additional terms to it. Su h expansion-based feedba k reates
an in onsistent interpretation of the original and the expanded query. In this paper, we present a more prin ipled
approa h to feedba k in the language modeling approa h.
Spe i ally, we treat feedba k as updating the query language model based on the extra eviden e arried by the
feedba k do uments. Su h a model-based feedba k strategy
easily ts into an extension of the language modeling approa h. We propose and evaluate two di erent approa hes
to updating a query language model based on feedba k do uments, one based on a generative probabilisti model of
feedba k do uments and one based on minimization of the
KL-divergen e over feedba k do uments. Experiment results show that both approa hes are e e tive and outperform the Ro hio feedba k approa h.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The language modeling approa h to text retrieval was rst
introdu ed by Ponte and Croft in [11℄ and later explored in
[8, 5, 1, 15℄. The relative simpli ity and e e tiveness of the
language modeling approa h, together with the fa t that it
leverages statisti al methods that have been developed in
spee h re ognition and other areas, make it an attra tive
framework in whi h to develop new text retrieval methodology.
Although the language modeling approa h has performed
well empiri ally, a signi ant amount of performan e inrease is often due to feedba k [11, 8, 9℄. Unfortunately,
feedba k has so far only been dealt with heuristi ally within

the language modeling approa h. In most existing work, it
has been in orporated in an unnatural way: by expanding
a query with a set of terms. But su h an expansion-based
feedba k strategy is generally not very ompatible with the
essen e of the language modeling approa h, whi h is model
estimation. As a result, the expanded query usually has
to be interpreted di erently than the original query. This
is in ontrast to the natural way of performing feedba k in
the lassi al relevan e-based probabilisti model, su h as the
binary independen e model [12℄.
In this paper, we propose a model-based approa h to feedba k that an be in orporated into the KL-divergen e retrieval framework introdu ed in [6℄. The model-based approa h to feedba k is a tually not new; indeed, it is the
essen e of the lassi al probabilisti model [12℄. However,
it has been un lear how to in orporate model-based methods into the query-likelihood ranking fun tion used in most
existing work on the language modeling approa h. We propose two di erent s hemes for reestimating the query model
based on a set of feedba k do uments:
1. A generative model. Assuming a generative model, we
estimate the query topi model using the observed feedba k
do uments based upon a maximum likelihood or regularized maximum likelihood riterion. The parti ular generative model we onsider here is a simple mixture model,
using the olle tion language model as one omponent, and
the query topi model as the other.
2. Divergen e/risk minimization over feedba k do uments.
Here, rather than maximizing likelihood we estimate the
query model by minimizing the average KL-divergen e between the model and the feedba k do uments.
In the following se tion we provide a more detailed a ount
of feedba k te hniques that have been used in previous work.
Se tion 3 then introdu es the KL-divergen e framework for
text retrieval, and Se tions 4 and 5 present the new modelbased frameworks for in orporating feedba k. Se tion 6
presents the results of experiments arried out to evaluate
these methods.

2. PREVIOUS FEEDBACK METHODS IN
THE LM FRAMEWORK
Several re ent papers have presented te hniques for improving language modeling te hniques using relevan e or pseudo-

relevan e feedba k. A ratio approa h that sele ts terms
having high probability in the feedba k do uments, but low
probability a ording to the olle tion language model was
proposed in [10℄. The approa h performs similarly to Ro hio [14℄ when very few relevant do uments are used, but is
signi antly better than Ro hio when using more relevant
do uments. The pseudo relevan e feedba k results are also
very promising, and signi antly better than the results of
using the baseline language modeling approa h [10℄. However, the ratio approa h is on eptually restri ted to the
view of a query as a set of terms, and so annot be naturally applied to the more general ase when the query is
onsidered as a sequen e of terms and the frequen y information of a query term is onsidered. Also, the number of
terms needs to be determined heuristi ally.
Miller et al. [8℄ treat feedba k as essentially expanding the
original query with all terms in the feedba k do uments.
Terms are pooled into bins by the number of feedba k do uments in whi h they o ur, and for ea h bin, a di erent
transition probability in the HMM is heuristi ally estimated.
As a result, the smoothing is no longer equivalent to the
simple linear interpolation, as it is in their basi HMM for
smoothing the do ument language model. Thus, the model
form hanges as a result of in orporating feedba k. Again,
the interpretation of a query both as text (generated by an
HMM) and as a set of terms is on eptually in onsistent. It
also involves heuristi adjustment of transition probabilities
by in orporating do ument frequen y to lter out the high
frequen y words.
In [9℄, an approa h is developed that is based on do ument
likelihood ratios, and two interesting ideas on erning feedba k are explored. First, a feedba k riterion based on the
optimization of the s ores of feedba k do uments is developed, whi h turns out to be a tually very similar to the ratio
approa h used in [11℄. Se ond, a threshold for the number
of sele ted terms is derived from the s ore optimization riterion. This approa h is also reported to be e e tive [9℄,
but shares the problem of in onsistent interpretation already
mentioned. Other related work is [4℄, in whi h feedba k do uments are used to reestimate the smoothing parameters
in the query-likelihood retrieval fun tion. In e e t, this is
similar to query term reweighting in a traditional retrieval
model, and does not fully take advantage of the feedba k
do uments (e.g., no new terms are introdu ed to enhan e a
query).
Re ent work has begun to develop model-based approa hes
to feedba k, whi h appears to be a promising area for further
development. In [6℄, an approa h to feedba k is developed
that uses Markov hains to estimate a query model. While
it is presented as a translation model [1℄, the Markov hain
query expansion method, when applied to a set of feedba k
do uments, an be regarded as a model-based approa h as it
reestimates the query language model. The relevan e model
estimation method proposed in [7℄ an also be used to estimate a ri her query model based on feedba k do uments.
Both approa hes rely on the query words to fo us the model.
In the methods proposed here, we work with the feedba k
do uments alone, and estimate a query model that an be
used to update an existing query model.

3. THE KL-DIVERGENCE RETRIEVAL
MODEL
In general, any approa h to the retrieval problem is deomposed into three basi omponents: (1) query representation; (2) do ument representation; and (3) mat hing
of query representation and do ument representation. In
the KL-divergen e model, these omponents are realized in
the following probabilisti way. First, we assume that a
query (or do ument) an be viewed as an observation from
a probabilisti query (or do ument) model. The representation problem is thus equivalent to that of model estimation.
Se ond, the relevan e value of a do ument with respe t to
a query is measured by the Kullba k-Leibler divergen e between the query model and do ument model. The mat hing
problem is thus equivalent to measuring the similarity or
\distan e" between the estimated query model and do ument model. The KL-divergen e retrieval model was introdu ed in [6℄ as a spe ial ase of the more general risk minimization retrieval framework. Interestingly, it is similar to
the ve tor spa e model, ex ept that we use language models,
rather than ordinary term ve tors to represent a do ument
or a query.
We now present the model more formally. Given two probability mass fun tions p(x) and q (x)the Kullba k-Leibler
divergen e (or relative entropy) between p and q , denoted
D(p j q ), is de ned as
X
D(p j q ) = p(x) log p(x)
q (x)
x

It is easy to show that D(p j q ) is always non-negative and
is zero if and only if p = q . Even though it is not a true
distan e between distributions (be ause it is not symmetri
and does not satisfy the triangle inequality), it is still often
useful to think of the KL-divergen e as a \distan e" between
distributions [2℄.

Now, assume that a query q is obtained as a sample from
a generative model p (q j Q ) with parameters Q . Similarly,
assume that a do ument d is generated by a model p (d j D )
with parameters D . If bQ and bD are the estimated query
and do ument language models respe tively, then, a ording
to [6℄, the relevan e value of d with respe t to q an be
measured by the following KL-divergen e fun tion:

D(bQ j bD ) =

X
w

p

(w j bQ ) log p (w j bD ) +

ons

(q)

The do ument-independent onstant ons(q) (the entropy of
the query model) an be dropped, be ause it does not a e t
ranking of do uments, so ranking based on the risk is equivalent to ranking based on the ross entropy of the query language model with respe t to the do ument language model.
The minimum value (i.e., query model entropy) is a hieved
when bD is identi al to bQ , whi h makes perfe t sense for
retrieval. The popular query-likelihood ranking fun tion,
used in most of the previous work on the language modeling approa h, is easily obtained as a spe ial ase of the
KL-divergen e model when the query model is estimated as
the empiri al distribution of the query.
Although the KL divergen e model appears to be similar to
the probability distribution model proposed in [17℄ (when

the information-theoreti retrieval strategy is used), it is a tually mu h more general and exible be ause of its expli it
modeling of the query and do uments. In [17℄, the multinomial term distribution is proposed as primarily an alternative representation of do uments and query (in the sense
of the ve tor-spa e model), not a generative model for do uments or query. Thus, it is not surprising that the issue
of model estimation has not been onsidered at all and the
term distribution representation is naturally assumed to be
best approximated by the relative frequen y of terms. Thus,
model smoothing has not been onsidered as a possibility in
this work.
Within the KL-divergen e model, the retrieval problem is
essentially equivalent to the problem of estimating bQ and
bD . In prin iple, we an use any language model for the
query and do ument. Su h exibility makes the model quite
general and allows us to model a query or do ument in different ways. For example, if a olle tion is regarded as a
\do ument," then the model an be used for distributed information retrieval. Interesting work in this dire tion by Xu
and Croft [18℄ estimates a topi model based on a set of example do uments and then uses the KL-divergen e to sele t
topi models for a query.
Our approa h relies on the estimation of both do ument and
query language models. The la k of a query model in previous work on the language modeling approa h has made it unnatural to in orporate feedba k, a very important retrieval
te hnique. We view the introdu tion of a query language
model as a ne essary step toward more powerful retrieval
methods based on language modeling. We assume that the
user's topi (information need) may be modeled/represented
by a language model, in the simplest ase a unigram model.
As the model is expe ted to generate text indi ating the
user's information need, our task is to estimate the underlying model by exploiting all the information we know about
that information need. In the traditional setup there are
two major pie es of information from the user that may
help us infer the model: the query and the judged relevant do uments. In this paper, we explore simple smoothing strategies for ombining the relevant set with the query;
the simplest is based on linear interpolation. Spe i ally,
let bQ be the original query model and let bF be an estimated feedba k query model based on feedba k do uments
F = (d1 ; d2 ; :::; dn ), whi h an be the do uments judged to
be relevant by a user, or the top do uments from an initial retrieval (as in the ase of pseudo relevan e feedba k).
Then, our new query model bQ is
0

bQ = (1
0

) bQ + bF

where ontrols the in uen e of the feedba k model. In the
following se tions, we des ribe two very di erent strategies
for estimating bF based on feedba k do uments.

4.

A GENERATIVE MODEL OF
FEEDBACK DOCUMENTS

A natural way to estimate a feedba k query model bF is
to assume that the feedba k do uments are generated by a
probabilisti model p (F j ). One of the simplest generative
models is a unigram language model, whi h generates ea h

word in F independently a ording to . That is,

p(F j ) =

YY
i

w

p(w j ) (w;di )

where (w; di ) is the ount of word w in do ument di . This
simple model would be reasonable if our feedba k do uments only ontain relevant information. However, most
do uments probably also ontain ba kground information or
even non-relevant topi s. A more reasonable model would
be a mixture model that generates a feedba k do ument
by mixing the query topi model with a olle tion language
model. That is, a do ument is generated by pi king a word
using either the query topi model p (w j ) or the olle tion
language model p (w j C ). The olle tion language model is
a reasonable model of the irrelevant ontent in a feedba k
do ument.
Under this simple mixture model, the log-likelihood of feedba k do uments is
log p(F j ) =
XX
(w; di ) log((1 )p(w j ) +  p(w j C ))
i

w

Note that if both  and  are to be estimated, then the maximum likelihood estimate of  would be zero and our mixture
model would redu e to a simple unigram model. Intuitively,
however, we should like to have a non-zero , indi ating the
amount of ba kground \noise" when generating a do ument.
Thus, we will set  to some onstant and estimate only ,
whi h an be done by using the EM algorithm [3℄. The EM
updates for p  (w j bF ) are:

t(n) (w) =

(n+1)

p

(1

(1 )p(n) (w j F )
)p(n) (w j F ) + p(w j C )

Pn (w; d )t n (w)
j
(w j F ) = P Pj n
(wi ; dj )t n (wi )
i
j
( )

=1

( )

=1

Intuitively, when estimating the query model, we are trying
to \purify" the do ument by eliminating some ba kground
noise. Thus, the estimated query model will generally be
on entrated on words that are ommon in the feedba k
do ument set, but not very ommon a ording to the olle tion language model p( j C ). This is pre isely the e e t that
most traditional feedba k methods, su h as Ro hio [14℄, try
to apture.
To s ore a do ument d using the estimated query model bF ,
we rst interpolate it with the original query model bQ to
obtain an updated query model bQ , and then ompute the
KL-divergen e between p ( j bQ ) and p( j bD ), where bD is
the smoothed empiri al word distribution of d.
0

0

5. DIVERGENCE MINIMIZATION OVER
FEEDBACK DOCUMENTS
A di erent strategy for estimating a query model based
on feedba k do uments is to minimize the divergen e between the model and the feedba k do uments. Let F =
(d1 ; d2 ; :::; dn ) be a set of feedba k do uments. We de ne

the empiri al KL-divergen e between the query model  over
F and the feedba k do uments as
n
1 X
De (; F ) =
D( j bdi )

jFj i

=1

That is, as the average divergen e between the smoothed
empiri al word distribution of ea h do ument (bdi ).
Intuitively, if we estimate the query model by minimizing
this average divergen e, we will have a query model that,
when used to s ore do uments, will give us the best average
s ore over the feedba k do uments. The estimated query
model will be lose to ea h feedba k do ument model; however, sin e feedba k do uments typi ally share many ommon words due to the language and domain hara teristi s,
su h a query model may be quite general. One way of speializing the model is to add a regularization term to the
divergen e fun tion. We do this by preferring a model that
in urs a greater divergen e with respe t to the olle tion
model, whi h is an approximation of the language model for
o -topi or ba kground ontent.
In orporating this ondition, we end up with the following
empiri al divergen e fun tion of a feedba k query model:

De (; F ; C ) =

n
X

b
jFj i D( j d ) D( j p (: j C ))
a weighting parameter, and p (w j C ) is
1

i

=1

Here  2 [0; 1) is
the olle tion language model. Minimizing this divergen e
is equivalent to maximizing the entropy of the model under a preferen e onstraint en oded in the se ond term.
This is very similar to the maximum entropy approa h to
parameter estimation. Using this riterion, our estimate
bF = arg min De (; F ; C ) is then given by

p(w j bF ) /
exp

(1

1

1

) jFj

X
i

log p (w j bdi )

1

 log p (w j C )


6.1 Testing Collections and Evaluation
We evaluated both feedba k approa hes on three TREC olle tions [16℄:
1.

AP88&89 with topi s 101-150.

2.

TREC Disk 4&5 (minus Congressional Re ord) with
topi s 401-450. This is the oÆ ial TREC8 ad ho task

As before, to exploit bF in our KL-divergen e retrieval model,
we rst interpolate it with the original query model bQ to
obtain an updated model bQ , and then s ore a do ument d
by D(bQ j bd ).
0

0

EXPERIMENTS

The KL-divergen e retrieval framework allows us to ombine
any pair of do ument and query language models; thus, experimentally there an be many possible ombinations to

This is the same as
one of the olle tions used in [7℄, and will be labeled
as \AP88-89".
olle tion, and will be labelled as \TREC8".

3.

!

We see that the resulting model assigns a high probability to words that are ommon in the feedba k do uments,
but not ommon a ording to the olle tion language model.
The parameter  ontrols the weight on the olle tion language model. Similar to the  in the olle tion mixture
model, when  is set to zero, the e e t of the olle tion
language model is ompletely ignored, and we then have a
query model that stri tly minimizes the divergen e over the
feedba k do uments. In this ase the model is given by the
geometri mean of the distributions of the feedba k do uments.

6.

explore. In this paper, we x the do ument language model
and fo us on di erent ways of estimating the query model
based on feedba k do uments. Spe i ally, we use a Diri hlet prior (with a hyperparameter of 1,000) for estimating
the do ument language models in all the experiments. In
e e t, this interpolates the maximum likelihood estimate of
the do ument language model with the olle tion language
model using a do ument-dependent interpolation oeÆ ient
of 1000=(1000 + jdj) for the olle tion model. This approa h
is des ribed in detail and evaluated experimentally in [19℄.
An appropriate way of evaluating a feedba k method would
be to onsider both relevan e feedba k and pseudo (or blind)
feedba k, but as a rst step, we only onsider pseudo feedba k in this paper. In all experiments, we take the top 10
do uments from a set of previously retrieved results obtained
using the basi query-likelihood ranking fun tion and Diri hlet smoothing. We ompare the query models estimated using the olle tion mixture and the divergen e minimization
methods des ribed in the previous se tions, varying both the
interpolation parameter ( ) and the feedba k model estimation parameters ().

TREC8 small web olle tion with topi s 401-450. This

is the oÆ ial TREC8 small web task olle tion, and
will be labelled as \WEB".

In all ases, we use only the titles of the topi des ription,
sin e they are loser to the a tual queries used in real appli ations, and sin e feedba k is expe ted to be most useful
for short queries. We have done minimal prepro essing of
do uments and queries; the only tokenization performed is
stemming (using a Porter stemmer), and no stopword list
is applied. We believe that with appropriate probabilisti
modeling, stop words an be e e tively down-weighted. In
ea h run, the top 1,000 do uments are returned and evaluated, as is ommonly done in TREC evaluations.
The following performan e measures are onsidered in our
evaluation:
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Figure 1: E e t of feedba k on AP88-89 (left), TREC8 (middle), and WEB (right). In ea h plot, the two
feedba k methods are ompared with the baseline simple language modeling approa h (no feedba k).

Colle tion
Simple LM Mixture FB Improv. Div. Min.
AP88-89 AvgPr
0.210
0.296
+41%
0.295
InitPr
0.617
0.591
4%
0.617
Re all 3067/4805
3888/4805
+27% 3665/4805
TREC8 AvgPr
0.256
0.282
+10%
0.269
InitPr
0.729
0.707
3%
0.705
Re all 2853/4728
3160/4728
+11% 3129/4728
WEB
AvgPr
0.281
0.306
+9%
0.312
InitPr
0.742
0.732
1%
0.728
Re all 1755/2279
1758/2279
+0% 1798/2279

Improv.
+40%
+0%
+19%
+5%
3%
+10%
+11%
2%
+2%

Table 1: Comparison of the basi language modeling method with model-based feedba k methods. Column
three and ve give the performan e using the mixture model and divergen e minimization respe tively.
The performan e over a query set is reported as the average of the orresponding performan e gures for individual
queries (i.e., the so- alled \ma ro" average), ex ept that the
average re all is a tually the total number of retrieved relevant do uments for all queries divided by the total ount
of relevant do uments (i.e., the so- alled \mi ro" average).
We take the average pre ision as the primary single summary performan e for an experiment, as it re e ts the overall ranking a ura y well, though we sometimes also report
other measures.

6.2 The Effect of Feedback
In order to see the e e t of feedba k, we ompare the feedba k results with the baseline non-feedba k results. In general, we nd that, with appropriate parameter settings, both
feedba k te hniques that we propose an be very e e tive.
For example, the best feedba k results from ea h method
are ompared with the baseline performan e in Figure 1 and
Table 1. The average pre ision and re all are onsistently
improved by performing feedba k. The in rease in average
pre ision is larger than 10% in most ases. We also note that
the initial pre ision of feedba k results is slightly de reased
in almost all ases. Given that not all of the top ten do uments may be relevant, this is not very surprising, as the
initial pre ision is very sensitive to the ranking of one parti ular do ument on the top, while our goal is to improve the
overall ranking of do uments. It is interesting that the im-

provement on AP88-89 is mu h greater than that on TREC8
and WEB. This seems to be true for both approa hes and
also true for the Ro hio approa h to be dis ussed below,
suggesting that feedba k on AP88-89 is somehow \easier"
than on TREC8 or WEB (e.g., be ause of the homogeneity
of do uments). Further experiments and analysis are needed
to understand this better.
In Table 2, we ompare our feedba k results with that of
a tuned Ro hio approa h with TF-IDF weighting. The
TF formula used is the one based on the BM25 retrieval
formula with the same parameter settings as presented in
[13℄. We xed the number of do uments for feedba k (top
10), and varied the two main parameters in Ro hio|the
oeÆ ient and the number of terms. The reported results
are the best results we obtained. Note that these Ro hio
baseline results are a tually very strong when ompared with
the published oÆ ial TREC8 and WEB results, espe ially
when onsidering that we used only title queries [16℄. When
ompared with the Ro hio results, the two model-based
feedba k methods both perform better in terms of pre ision,
though their re all is often slightly worse than Ro hio.
We suspe t that the de rease in re all may be be ause we
tuned the number of terms to use in the Ro hio method,
but have not tuned the probability uto used in our methods, whi h essentially ontrols the number of terms to introdu e for feedba k. Indeed, in all of the experiments, we

PSfrag repla ements

PSfrag repla ements

PSfrag repla ements

Colle tion
Ro hio FB Mixture FB Improv. Div. Min. FB Improv.
AP88-89 AvgPr
0.291
0.296
+2%
0.295
+1%
InitPr
0.566
0.591
+4%
0.617
+9%
Re all
3729/4805
3888/4805
+4%
3665/4805
3%
TREC8 AvgPr
0.260
0.282
+8%
0.269
+3%
InitPr
0.657
0.707
+8%
0.705
+7%
Re all
3204/4728
3160/4728
1%
3129/4728
2%
WEB
AvgPr
0.271
0.306
+13%
0.312
+15%
InitPr
0.600
0.732
+22%
0.728
+21%
Re all
1826/2279
1758/2279
4%
1798/2279
2%

Table 2: Comparison of the Ro hio feedba k method with model-based feedba k methods. Column three
and ve give the performan e of using the mixture model and divergen e minimization respe tively.
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Figure 2: Sensitivity of pre ision to feedba k model parameters on AP88-89 (left), TREC8 (middle), and
WEB (right). In ea h plot, the horizontal line is the non-feedba k performan e, and the other two lines
orrespond to the two feedba k methods respe tively. Note that the x-axis means di erent  for di erent
methods. For ea h dataset, the interpolation oeÆ ient was set to = 0:5.
trun ated the estimated query model by ignoring all terms
having a probability less than 0.001. It is reasonable to
expe t the re all to be improved when using a lower probability uto . Note that the pre ision an be expe ted to
stay the same or in rease as well when more terms are sele ted, be ause the extra terms generally have a very small
probability, and so will be unlikely to have a great impa t
on the ranking of do uments with high s ores.
The omparisons made here are all based on some of the best
feedba k results. It is therefore important that we also study
how feedba k performan e may be a e ted by the hoi e of
parameters in our model. We rst look at the sensitivity to
the parameter in ea h feedba k method.

6.3 Sensitivity of Performance to Feedback
Model Parameter
In the mixture model method, the parameter  ontrols the

amount of \ba kground noise" in the feedba k do uments,
while in the divergen e minimization method, the parameter  ontrols the in uen e of the olle tion language model,
whi h is in luded in a geometri mean. In both ases,  indiates the extent to whi h the estimated query model should
be deviate from the olle tion language model. Although
the two 's play a similar role on eptually, we nd that
they a e t the feedba k performan e in very di erent ways.

This di eren e an be seen in Figure 2, in whi h we show
how the average pre ision hanges a ording to di erent values of , for the xed value = 0:5. Spe i ally, we see that
the performan e is relatively insensitive to the setting of 
in the mixture model method, but an be quite sensitive
to the setting of  in the divergen e minimization method.
Indeed, with = 0:5, the mixture model performan e is
generally above the baseline, no matter whi h value we set
 to. However, the divergen e minimization performan e is
only above the baseline when  is small. When  is large,
the performan e is extremely bad and signi antly worse
than the baseline performan e.

6.4 Influence of the interpolation coefficient
Re all that we interpolate the estimated feedba k query
model with the original maximum likelihood model estimated based on the query text. The interpolation is ontrolled by a oeÆ ient . When = 0, we are only using the
original model (i.e., no feedba k), while if = 1, we ompletely ignore the original model and use only the estimated
feedba k model. In the a tual experiments, we trun ated
the estimated feedba k model by ignoring all terms with
a probability lower than 0:001, and renormalized it before
interpolating.
Figure 3 shows how the average pre ision under feedba k
varies a ording to the value of . Ea h line represents a

repla ements

in whi h one omponent is the query topi model and the
other is the olle tion language model. Given the observed
feedba k do uments, the maximum likelihood riterion is
used to estimate a query topi model. The se ond method
uses a ompletely di erent estimation riterion, hosing the
query model that has the smallest average KL-divergen e
from the smoothed empiri al word distribution of the feedba k do uments.
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Figure 3: In uen e of value on pre ision. Lines
represent di erent feedba k models on di erent
testing olle tions.
spe i feedba k model (estimated using either the mixture
model or the divergen e minimization method) on a parti ular test olle tion. Note that the pre ision at = 0 is
a tually the baseline non-feedba k performan e and the preision at = 1 is the performan e resulting from using only
the feedba k model.
We see that the setting of an a e t the performan e signi antly. For example, on AP88-89, the feedba k model
alone is mu h better than the original query model, thus
the optimal setting of tends to be lose to 1. On the other
hand, on both TREC8 and WEB, the feedba k model alone
is mu h worse than that of the original query model, but
when it is interpolated with the original query model appropriately, it an be mu h more e e tive than either model
alone. This means that the two models omplement ea h
other well. The original query model helps fo us on the
topi , while the feedba k model supplements it by suggesting
related words. The pre ision of the mixture model method
appears to be more sensitive to than the pre ision of the
divergen e minimization method is, espe ially on the WEB
olle tion. It appears that it is usually safe to set to a
value lose to, but smaller than 0:5.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose two model-based methods for performing feedba k in the language modeling approa h to information retrieval. This is in ontrast to the expansionbased feedba k methods used in most existing work. One
advantage of the model-based approa h is that it maintains
on eptual onsisten y when interpreting the query in the
retrieval model, and it expli itly treats the use of feedba k
as a learning pro ess.
In both methods proposed, the feedba k do uments are used
to estimate a query model, whi h is then used to update
the original query model with linear interpolation. The two
methods di er in the way they estimate the query model
based on the feedba k do uments. The rst method assumes
the feedba k do uments are generated by a mixture model

The two methods were evaluated on three representative
large retrieval olle tions. The results show that both methods are e e tive for feedba k and perform better than the
Ro hio method in terms of pre ision. Analysis of the results indi ates that the performan e an be sensitive to the
settings of the interpolation oeÆ ient as well as to the
parameter  in ea h feedba k method. The pre ision of the
mixture model tends to be more sensitive to than that of
the divergen e minimization method. On the other hand,
the pre ision is relatively insensitive to  in the mixture
model method, but it is very sensitive to  in the divergen e minimization method. It appears that setting to a
value lose to, but smaller than, 0:5, is good in most ases.
A smaller  (e.g.,  = 0:3) is probably appropriate for divergen e minimization; while the  in the mixture model
method an be set to 0:5.
Although these patterns are observed on feedba k with only
10 do uments, in other experiments that have not been reported here we found that with more feedba k do uments
(e.g., 50), the sensitivity pattern appears to be basi ally the
same as what we reported here, and the performan e gain
from feedba k is usually even more. Obviously, as we use
more and more do uments, the performan e will eventually
de rease. The fa t that we have very little ontrol over the
true relevant examples is a serious drawba k in experimenting with pseudo feedba k only; it is often hard to tell if
inferior feedba k performan e is due to poor te hnique or
just due to errors and noise in the feedba k examples. An
extreme ase would be that the top 10 do uments are all
non-relevant be ause of a bad initial ranking. Obviously, we
annot expe t any feedba k te hnique to gain mu h in this
ase. Thus, an important onsideration for future work is
to test the proposed feedba k te hniques for relevan e feedba k, in whi h we will be able to examine the e e tiveness
of learning more losely. A related dire tion is to onsider
our on den e in assuming all of the top 10 do uments to be
relevant. We would like to asso iate a relevan e probability
with ea h feedba k do ument, so that the estimated query
model will be a e ted more by those do uments having a
higher relevan e probability.
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